Behavioral, morphologic, and electroencephalographic evaluation of seizures induced by intrahippocampal microinjection of pilocarpine.
We studied, by means of video-EEG and neo-Timm histochemistry, the behavioral, electrophysiologic, and structural characteristics of seizures induced by intrahippocampal microinjection of pilocarpine (HIP-PILO), a selective model of temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). We investigated the behavioral and electrophysiologic (hippocampus and amygdala EEG) evaluation of status epilepticus (SE) induced by HIP-PILO and the consequent spontaneous recurrent seizures (SRSs). We evaluated hippocampal structural rearrangements after SE by means of neo-Timm staining. HIP-PILO induced SE in 17 (71%) of 24 animals. Although three animals displayed spontaneous remission of SE (not used in analysis) before the established SE duration (90 min), none of those undergoing SE died. Of SE animals, 10 (71%) of 14 had SRSs. All animals with SE had clear-cut mossy fiber sprouting (MFS) in the inner molecular layer of the dentate gyrus and epileptiform activity in hippocampus and amygdala. HIP-PILO rats displayed SE, SRS, MFS, and limbic epileptiform activity, without animal loss after SE. Thus, our data support this as a selective and efficient model of TLE.